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Considering Context: The Importance of Specific Institutional and 

Learner Contexts When Researching the Set Up of a Self-Access 

Centre 

 
Kate Allert, The Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts, Hong Kong 
 
 

Abstract 
 

This article describes how a language learning centre was researched and set up at a 
performing arts academy in Hong Kong. The Language Learning Centre (LLC) at the 
Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts opened in December 2012, after five 
months of research and planning. During the research phase, specific aspects of the 
institutional culture and of the learners themselves were identified and compared with 
examples found in relevant literature and with other self-access centres in the region. 
 
During the planning phase, much was unknown about the purposes that the LLC 
would serve, since new programmes were being introduced throughout the Academy 
and the incoming cohort was the product of a new secondary school syllabus. While 
necessary decisions were made at the outset to establish the space, others, particularly 
those relating to pedagogy and the provision of advising and learner training, were 
taken in stages, as information became available. 
 

Keywords: language learning centre, Hong Kong, performing arts academy  

 

The Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts (APA) is a unique institution 

in many ways. It offers the world’s only bachelor degree in Chinese Opera, as well as 

diplomas, bachelor’s and master’s degrees in Dance (ballet, contemporary and 

Chinese folk), Music (Western and Chinese), Drama, Film & Television and 

Technical & Entertainment Arts (sound, lighting, set & costume design and 

construction, and stage & events management). With fewer than a thousand students, 

mostly local but with significant numbers of mainland Chinese and some from other 

South-East Asian countries, the Academy receives funding from a different branch of 

government to other tertiary institutions in the region and has a separate governing 

council. 

These differences in structure, funding and disciplines are reflected in the 

nature of APA students who, while varying widely in terms of academic 

sophistication and ability, must demonstrate high levels of competence and 

experience in their chosen discipline to be admitted. This expertise, and the 
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confidence it imparts, impacts student-teacher relationships; the most respected and 

effective teachers at the Academy being those who manifestly respect their students 

and position themselves as learning facilitators, rather than authority figures. 

 

Context 

The Language Learning Centre (LLC) at the APA opened in December 2012, 

two years after it was proposed to the governing council by the Head of the 

Department of Languages. His vision was for a self-access centre that would support 

and extend the department’s work, offering students virtual and physical self-study 

resources, together with advisors to help develop and oversee study plans and train 

independent learning skills, while working with individuals and small groups towards 

specific learning outcomes. The role of an academy encompasses both academic and 

vocational training so preparing learners for their industry after graduation is as 

important as supporting their studies. 

My role as LLC Coordinator commenced at the beginning of July 2012, prior 

to which I had been a part-time teacher at the Academy for several years. I was 

familiar with APA students; how they work, what kind of teaching approach they 

respond to and what they often need. This knowledge was invaluable when it came to 

the design of the learning space and the structuring of the services the centre would 

provide. However the start of the academic year in September would bring significant 

changes, as we welcomed the first graduates of the new Secondary Syllabus (NSS), 

with only six, rather than the previous seven, years of high school education. 

Consequently, along with the other Hong Kong tertiary institutions, the Academy was 

rolling out a new four-year degree and revised diploma programmes. The entirety of 

services required by the LLC could not be predicted while the centre was being 

established, although a key motivator was to provide language learning opportunities 

to motivated students who were to study only half the mandatory language courses of 

their old-system counterparts. 

The Academy has three official languages for learning and teaching: 

Cantonese, English and Mandarin. Students could require LLC support for writing 

and presenting in Chinese or English and for listening and reading in English, 

depending on major-study requirements. Additionally, the Department offers popular 

courses in other languages: Korean, Japanese, Italian, German, Spanish and French. 
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The LLC would offer support in all nine languages to learners from all the Academy’s 

schools.  

 

Researching the Learning Space 

When I took up the role, the location of the LLC hadn’t been decided and 

most stakeholders were away for the summer, including the Head of Languages. 

There were no known deadlines to work towards and many practical decisions had to 

be delayed. This allowed for a valuable period of research, during which I read about 

independent language learning, advising and self-access centres and discovered the 

Studies in Self-Access Journal to be a terrific resource. Key texts that I found useful 

included those of Gardner and Miller (1999; 2010). Mynard (2011) and Mozzon-

McPherson (2011), among others.  

I also visited a number of self-access centres in other tertiary institutions and 

talked with centre managers and administrative staff. I am lucky to be based in Hong 

Kong, which can, according to Little in his endorsement for Gardner and Miller's 

recent book about managing self access “fairly claim to be the SALL capital of the 

world” (2014, p. i). There were many centres to visit, although I was dismayed to be 

told that some institutions had downsized or closed the physical SAC and that others 

had reduced or stopped advising services for reasons of cost reduction and competing 

demands for space. I developed a questionnaire, based on both my reading and my 

knowledge of the Hong Kong context (See Appendix A), to cover the key points I 

wanted to find out from the SAC Coordinators at these centres.  

 

Applying what was learned from research  

The overriding message to come out of the reading and site visits was that, in 

terms of setting up a new self-access centre, context is king. Institutions larger than 

ours rely on fresh graduates from overseas, on scholarships or short contracts, to 

undertake most advising work and to entice learners with the prospect of working 

with young foreigners. SACs in institutions with student accommodation, far from the 

city centre, have busy social and cultural programmes, while those closer to town do 

not. Every institution I visited incorporates self-access study into credit-bearing 

courses. I discovered that, where students dislike mandatory language courses, that 

prejudice extends to non-mandatory SAC activities. Where there are language or 

language teaching majors, much higher visitor numbers can be anticipated. 
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The Learning Space in Action 

At the end of the summer 2012, it was decided that the LLC would be located, 

for several years at least, off-campus in an office building ten minutes’ walk away, 

across three main roads. The space allocated was 25% smaller than expected, at 

75m2. I was, unsurprisingly, disappointed by these decisions. However, with what 

was already known about APA learner needs, together with what had been learned 

through site visits, my colleagues in the Estates Department and I made best possible 

use of the space. With a concrete floor and only vinyl and leather furniture, the LLC 

is food- and drink-friendly, which partially offsets the disadvantages of location and 

packed student timetables.  

From a design point of view, I had seen from the visits how successful it was 

to use different types of furniture, flooring and lighting to create separate areas for 

different activities. We now have several distinctive areas in a fairly small space. First 

of all, the sense of spaciousness is maximised by the treatment of floor and ceiling. 

There is no false ceiling but exposed pipes and rough, painted concrete, while the 

floor is polished concrete throughout, which wears extremely well and still looks 

fresh, three years on. Three round student worktables, an L-shaped bench along two 

walls for five student computers and a large set of enclosed bookshelves for physical 

resources inhabit around half the area. In the space in front of a large window are 

beanbags, a leather sofa and matching armchair and magazine racks. Along the back 

wall is an advisors’ workstation, together with long, open shelves for teacher 

resources and LLC files. In front of those are the Coordinator and Administrative 

Assistant’s desks, facing into the main space. See the included floor plan (Appendix 

B) for the exact design of the centre. The lighting is in three sections and often 

switched off in one area to create a more restful working environment. Floor and table 

lamps been added to further differentiate sections of the centre.  
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Figure 1. Inside the LLC 

 

Several centre managers had stated that learners prefer advising to take place 

in the main space, rather than a separate room. They note that seeing advising in 

action encourages other learners to use the service. It was recommended to have 

administrative staff, advisors and centre managers in full view of the learners. In 

larger institutions where managers have separate offices, they spend part of the day in 

the centre, available to engage with staff and learners alike. My experience indicates 

that learners can engage in self-study while others work with advisors nearby and that 

learners and advisors both enjoy being able to interact with centre staff informally. 

However, I have also found that not having a quiet space to retreat to makes it hard to 

think and write when the centre is busy. 

The APA is too small for the kind of overseas graduate advisor scheme 

popular in several other Hong Kong institutions; advisors are part-time teachers, 

together with whom I continue to develop the most effective advising techniques and 

learner training for APA students. These are teachers who regularly top polls in 

formal student feedback questionnaires, capable of developing the kind of rapport 

necessary for effective learner-advisor relationships (Lee, 2015). 

Social and cultural events in the LLC were originally planned but student 

timetables are prohibitively packed for now, especially when production practice, 
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rehearsals and performances are added in. Regular LLC visitors, when asked if they 

would support such events, express enthusiasm, but say they have no time.  

 

Range of Activities 

Once the academic year began, we had the first of many surprises. A 

significant proportion of the new intake did not meet admission requirements in either 

Chinese or English language and this has continued to be the case. The LLC was soon 

running credit-bearing courses for these Conditional Admission learners, in addition 

to devising study plans and running exam preparation workshops. This, fortunately, 

keeps us busy, as the location in combination with student schedules, mean the centre 

doesn’t receive the traffic that was hoped for. In a recent survey, 80% of students who 

don’t currently use the LLC said that they would do so, were the centre to be on 

campus. 

The LLC also works with faculty to identify areas where language support 

could benefit major studies and provides workshops or short courses to address these 

needs. The only mandatory visit most learners make to the LLC is during their first 

semester, when attendance for one lesson is given on the basis of the visit and 

successful completion of a Treasure Hunt, a thinly disguised introduction to the 

physical and virtual resources, with some fun activities thrown in. These visits are 

scheduled over several weeks, to manage numbers. 

The LLC also runs credit-bearing Guided Independent Learning (GIL) courses 

in English and Chinese. Conditional Admission students are currently the main, but 

not exclusive, participants. Learners, singly or in small groups, meet with advisors for 

only half the contact hours or less of a regular course and are encouraged to take 

increasing responsibility for their own learning, to set goals and select suitable 

resources to achieve them. The scheme is still developing but shows promise 

according to advisors, who use the attached guidelines (See Appendix C) with 

learners to monitor progress, as well as give grades, and to learners themselves, who 

give predominantly positive feedback about progress. Learner training is to become a 

significant part of the first-year APA curriculum, the need for it having been 

identified since the introduction of the NSS, and the success of the LLC GILs may 

result in courses of a similar structure being developed in other subject areas.  
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Advice and Suggestions 

Detailed knowledge of the learning context and specific learner characteristics 

is essential so that principles governing the centre, its resources and services can be 

aligned. Adjustments can and should be made once operations have started but it is 

worth taking the time, if you have it, to get as much as possible right from the outset. 

This includes considering what kind of physical self-study environment will appeal to 

your learners. 

If you are new to the institution, I recommend spending time with language 

teachers and talking to major subject teachers too, if these are different. They have a 

working knowledge of the students that may be more useful for your purposes than 

senior management’s institutional viewpoint. Observing a variety of classes gives a 

sense of the learners and their preferences. Noting where students currently 

congregate for self-study and to discuss their studies is helpful too, to give an idea of 

the physical environments they find conducive to learning. This kind of data gathering 

will reveal more than student surveys if, as is the case for the APA, the learners have 

little experience of independent study. 

People involved in self-access language learning, be they centre managers, 

administrators or advisors, are both knowledgeable and passionate about what they 

do. Talk to as many people as possible, perhaps with a questionnaire as a starting 

point. If you can’t visit in person, ask questions by email, and request a live tour using 

technology such as FaceTime or an informal recorded version, with a staff member 

filming the centre, while offering a narration and perhaps interviewing other key 

personnel. Compare their context with your own and decide which practices and 

recommendations are indispensible, what you can adapt and what is not helpful.  

Despite student and advisor training to foster independent learning, the 

majority of LLC visitors want to spend as much time as they can with advisors, who 

don’t like refusing them. This tendency amongst learners, possibly Chinese learners 

specifically, was flagged during my visit to the Hong Kong Institute of Education by 

SAC manager, Helen Lavender, who expands on the issue in a case study (2014, pp. 

143-155), where she talks about the range of learner and advisor attitudes to 

independent learning that can coexist in one institution and the difficulties inherent in 

the learner-advisor relationship. Many of our students, who demonstrate independent 

learning skills in their own field, revert to dependency when it comes to language 

learning. To address this, advisors have utilised the can-do statements from the 
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Common European Framework of Reference, together with the University of 

Helsinki’s self-assessment tool, Kaleidoscope (Karlsson & Kjisik, 2007). They report 

that learners respond well to undertaking projects, similar to those described for 

young learners by Thomsen (2011), where learners choose their own topic. Major 

study-related topics are selected, researched, written about and presented, 

incorporating elements of critical analysis and personal response. Components of both 

process and product are negotiated between the learner and the advisor, with 

independent language study positioned as a means to an end, necessary for task 

fulfilment.  

Building mandatory self-study, SAC-based components into credit bearing 

courses has both advantages and disadvantages. Managers at several of the centres I 

visited stated that compulsory visits were as much about balancing SAC costs with 

visitor numbers as promoting independent learning. Some teachers I spoke to who run 

courses incorporating independent study components were quite dismissive of 

potential learner benefits. However, it may be possible to be creative and cost-

conscious in this area, if your academic board is amenable to arrangements such as 

the Academy’s GILs.  

Lastly, I strongly recommend staying open to new opportunities that may 

integrate the SAC into your learners’ lives and to be proactive in seeking ways to 

support major study or postgraduate plans, both with faculty and the student body. 

Your centre may, as a result, expand its operations beyond what was originally 

envisaged, but play a much more vital and integrated role in the institution as a result.  

 

Notes on the contributor 

 

Kate Allert is Coordinator of the Language Learning Centre at the Hong Kong 

Academy for Performing Arts. Prior to taking up the position in 2012, she had been a 

language instructor and corporate trainer in Hong Kong for fifteen years. Her research 

interests include learner autonomy and learner-advisor relationships. 
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Appendices 

 

Appendix A 

 

Questionnaire for SAC Managers/Coordinators 

 

Questionnaire for Coordinators of other SACs 

Administration 
!" #$%&'()'&$*'&+&%,'-./0*1'+2')&.3*-&)'(-'4+.1'(-)&(&.&(+-5'
6" 7+8'/%-4')&.3*-&)'9%-')&.34'(-'&$*'9*-&1*'%&'+-*'&(/*5'
:" 7+8'3+'4+.'&1%9;')&.3*-&'.)%<*5'
=" #$%&'%1*'&$*'+>*-(-<'$+.1)'+2'&$*'9*-&1*5'
?" @1*')&.3*-&)'<(A*-'%-'(-3.9&(+-'&+'&$*'9*-&1*'%-3'(&)'1*)+.19*)'0*2+1*'

&$*4'9%-'.)*'(&5'

B" C)'.)*'+2'4+.1'9*-&1*')+/*&(/*)'/%-3%&+14'+1'%,8%4)'04'9$+(9*5'
D" #$*-'8%)'&$*'9*-&1*'*)&%0,()$*35'7%)'(&'.-3*1<+-*'*E>%-)(+-'+1'

/*&%/+1>$+)()')(-9*'(&)'(-9*>&(+-5'

F" G+'4+.'*A*1'+>*-'+1'1.-'%9&(A(&(*)'+.&)(3*'+2'&*1/H&(/*5'

 

Location and physical set up 
!" 7+8'9,+)*'()'&$*'9*-&1*'&+'&$*'3(22*1*-&'3*>%1&/*-&)'%-3'&+'8$%&'*E&*-&'

3+'4+.'&$(-;'3()&%-9*'/%;*)'%'3(22*1*-9*'&+'.)%<*5'

6" #$%&')(I*'()'&$*'9*-&1*5'7+8'/%-4'9+/>.&*1)'3+*)'(&'$%A*5'#$%&'+&$*1'
$%138%1*'3+*)'(&'$%A*5'

:" 7+8'8+.,3'4+.'3*)91(0*'&$*'%>>1+%9$'&$%&'$%)'0**-'&%;*-'&+'91*%&(-<'&$*'
*-A(1+-/*-&'+2'&$*'9*-&1*5'

=" G+'4+.'&$(-;'&$*'*-A(1+-/*-&'%-3'%/0(*-9*'()'(/>+1&%-&'&+'&$*')&.3*-&)'
8$*-'&$*4'%1*'9$++)(-<'8$*&$*1'+1'-+&'&+'.)*'&$*'9*-&1*5'

 

Resources 
!" #$%&',%-<.%<*)'3+*)'4+.1'9*-&1*').>>+1&5'
6" #$%&'9%&%,+<.(-<')4)&*/'3+'4+.'.)*'2+1'4+.1'1*)+.19*)5'
:" #$%&'%1*'&$*';*4'1*)+.19*)'2+1')&.3*-&)'&+'.)*5'J1(-&*3'/%&*1(%,)KLG)'M'

GNG)K)+2&8%1*K+-,(-*'/%&*1(%,)5'#$(9$'%1*'/+)&'>+>.,%15'

=" L%-')&.3*-&)'9$*9;'/%&*1(%,'+.&'+2'&$*'9*-&1*5'C2')+O'2+1'$+8',+-<5'
?" 7+8'/.9$'+2'4+.1'/%&*1(%,'()'<*-*1(9'%-3'$+8'/.9$'<*-*1%&*3'04'4+.1'

(-)&(&.&(+-5'
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B" @-4')>*9(2(9'1*9+//*-3%&(+-)'2+1'/%&*1(%,)'+1'1*)+.19*)'&$%&'$%A*'
>1+A*3'&$*(1'8+1&$'8(&$')&.3*-&)5''

D" 7+8'8%)'4+.1'+8-'/%&*1(%,'<*-*1%&*3'%-3'+A*1'8$%&'&(/*21%/*5'
F" @1*'&$*1*'%-4'(-(&(%&(A*)'4+.'$%A*'(-&1+3.9*3'1*9*-&,4'+1'%1*'>,%--(-<'&+'

&$%&'8*'$%A*-P&'&%,;*3'%0+.&'%,1*%345'

 

Staffing 
!" #$%&'2+1/)'+2'>1+2*))(+-%,'3*A*,+>/*-&'$%)'4+.1'2.,,H'+1'>%1&H&(/*')&%22'

.-3*1&%;*-5'

6" C)'&$*1*'2.1&$*1'>1+2*))(+-%,'3*A*,+>/*-&'+1'&1%(-(-<'>,%--*3'2+1')&%22'(-'
&$*'2.&.1*5''

:" 7+8'3+'4+.'1*91.(&'%-3'.&(,(I*')&.3*-&'$*,>*1)5''

 

Students 

!" 7+8'3+'4+.'>1*>%1*'+1'*-9+.1%<*')&.3*-&)'&+'0*'!"#$%$"#$"&',*%1-*1)'
%-3'.)*1)'+2'&$*'L*-&1*5'

6" G+'4+.'.)*')&.34'<.(3*)'+1',*%1-(-<'>%&$8%4)'8(&$'&$*/5'@,,'.)*1)5'
:" 7+8'3+'4+.'*A%,.%&*'>1+<1*))5'
=" #$%&'3*<1**'+2'1*)()&%-9*'&+'Q@RR'3+'4+.'*E>*1(*-9*'21+/'4+.1')&.3*-&)'

%-3K+1'&*%9$*1)5'@-3'8$%&'/*%).1*)'$%A*'4+.'&%;*-'&+'+A*19+/*'&$()5'

?" #$%&';(-3'+2')&.3*-&)'&*-3'&+'.)*'&$*'9*-&1*'/+)&5'S%T+1').0T*9&5'SKU5'
V*%1'+2')&.345'

 

Study related issues 
!" C)'%-4'%)>*9&'+2'9*-&1*'.)%<*'91*3(&'0*%1(-<5'7+8'3+'4+.'3*&*1/(-*'%-3'

&1%9;'&$%&5'

6" #$%&'3*<1**'+2'0.4H(-'3+'4+.'1*9*(A*'21+/'&*%9$*1)'+2'+&$*1'/%T+1'
).0T*9&)5'G+'&$*4'*-9+.1%<*')&.3*-&)'&+'.)*'&$*'9*-&1*5'

:" C2'4+.'$%A*'.)*1)'8$+'%1*'-+&'/%T+1(-<'(-'R%-<.%<*O'3+'&$*4')**;'%3A(9*'
&+').>>+1&'%-4',%-<.%<*'9+.1)*W)X'&$*4'%1*'&%;(-<'+-,4O'+1'%1*'&$*1*'

%)>*9&)'+2'/%T+1').0T*9&)'&$%&'1*Y.(1*',%-<.%<*').>>+1&'&++5'U+1'*E%/>,*O'

%';*4'&*E&'&$%&'()'+-,4'%A%(,%0,*'(-'Z-<,()$"'

=" 7+8'%0+.&'>1*>%1%&(+-'2+1'&*)&)').9$'%)'[\ZUR'M'CZR[Q5'7+8'3+*)'&$*'
9*-&1*').>>+1&'&$()'%-3'$+8'>+>.,%1'()'&$()';(-3'+2'>1*>%1%&(+-'%/+-<'

)&.3*-&)5'

?" G+')&.3*-&)'%,)+'>1*>%1*'2+1'&*)&)'(-'S%-3%1(-'%-3'&$(13',%-<.%<*)'
&$1+.<$'4+.1'9*-&1*5'
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Advising 
!" G+'4+.'.-3*1&%;*'%3A()*1'&1%(-(-<'0*2+1*'4+.1'%3A()*1)')&%1&'8+1;'%&'&$*'

9*-&1*5'

6" C)'&$*1*'%'>%1&(9.,%1'>*3%<+<4'+1'>$(,+)+>$4'4+.'2+,,+8'(-'&*1/)'+2'
%3A()(-<5'

:" 7+8'/%-4'%3A()*1)'3+'4+.'.)*5'@1*'%-4'2.,,H&(/*5'
=" @1*'%3A()*1)'%,8%4)'%A%(,%0,*'+-'%'31+>H(-'0%)()O'+1'3+')&.3*-&)'$%A*'&+'

/%;*'%-'%>>+(-&/*-&5'

?" #$%&'3+'%3A()*1)'3+'(2'&$*4'%1*'+-'3.&4'(-'&$*'9*-&1*'0.&'8(&$+.&')&.3*-&)'
&+'8+1;'8(&$5'

 

Events/Activities 
!" @1*'&$*1*'%33(&(+-%,'%9&(A(&(*)'4+.'+1<%-(I*5'
6" #$%&'(-2+1/%,'+1')+9(%,'%9&(A(&(*)'$%A*'4+.'+1<%-(I*3'%-3'8$%&'3*<1**'+2'

).99*))'3(3'&$*4'/**&'8(&$5'

:" G+'4+.'1.-'8+1;)$+>)'(-'&$*'9*-&1*']'%-3'+-'8$(9$').0T*9&)5'
=" G+'4+.'*A*1'+1<%-(I*'9+H9.11(9.,%1'*A*-&)'+1'8+1;)$+>)'2+1'+1'8(&$'+&$*1'

3*>%1&/*-&)5'

 

Research 
!" G+'4+.'.-3*1&%;*'1*)*%19$'(-'&$*'9*-&1*5'
6" C2')+O'8$%&'$%A*'0**-'4+.1'/+)&')(<-(2(9%-&'1*)*%19$'2(-3(-<)'&+'3%&*5'
:" #$%&'%1*'4+.'9.11*-&,4'1*)*%19$(-<5'

Is there anything else you think is important that we haven’t already covered? 
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Appendix B 

 

Floorplan of the LLC (showing student tables where sofas and beanbags are now) 
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Appendix C 

 

Guided Independent Learning Grading Guidelines 

 

!"#$%&'()"*+,)'$
$
+-./.$ 0./1234562/$ 72.$ 385.80.0$ 56$ 9:30.$ 5.71-.2/$ 56;720/$ 93<389$ 6<.27==$ -6=3/531$
9270./$68$5-.$4.2>62?781.$6>$!"#$/5:0.85/@$780$4=:/$62$?38:/$2.>38.?.85/$6>$5-./.A$
$
!270.$ %./1234562/$

$
$

'52739-5$

B$
/5:0.85$

• "/$?653<75.0$780$7$4=.7/:2.$56$;62C$;35-$
• "/$7153<.=D$38<6=<.0$38$30.853>D389$8..0/$780$/.55389$=.728389$967=/$
• "/$E.9388389$56$.<7=:75.$;-75$/625$6>$7153<353./$;62C$>62$5-.?$4.2/687==D$

780$?7C.$=.728389$/:99./5368/$E7/.0$68$5-3/$
• F7C./$78$755.?45$56$/6:21.$780$52D$=.728389$?75.237=$380.4.80.85=D$
• G7/$7$9660$;62C$.5-31$780$?39-5$06$?62.$;62C$5-78$3/$/.5$
• (6?4=.5./$;62C$;.==$62$3>$5./5/$72.$0.<3/.0$4.2>62?/$;.==$68$5-./.A$
• F7C./$5-.$?6/5$6>$168/:=575368$53?.$
• F7C./$8657E=.$42692.//$

$
$

'52739-5$

H$
/5:0.85$

• "/$?653<75.0$
• I..0/$5.71-.2$9:30781.$;35-$8..0/$780$967=/$
• J62C/$46/353<.=D$56;720/$?..5389/$967=/$$
• "/$.8979.0$0:2389$168/:=575368$53?.$
• *:5/$5-.$-6:2/$38$
• "/$0.4.80.85$68$5-.$5.71-.2$>62$/6:21389$780$/.55389$;62C$
• (6?4=.5./$;62C$/.5$56$5-.$E./5$6>$5-.32$7E3=35D$780$3>$5./5/$72.$0.<3/.0@$

57C./$5-.?$/.236:/=D$780$-7/$7$9660$96$75$5-.?$
• F7C./$42692.//$

$
$

'52739-5$

($
/5:0.85$

• "/$47//3<.@$E:5$865$2./3/5785$
• I..0/$?:/5$E.$30.853>3.0$>62$5-.?@$967=/$/.5$780$42692.//$?683562.0$

1=6/.=D$
• %6./$865$/6:21.$=.728389$?75.237=$380.4.80.85=D$
• (6?4=.5./$?6/5$6>$5-.$;62C$/.5@$E:5$3/$865$9.8.27==D$-720;62C389$
• "/$711.457E=D$>61:/.0$0:2389$168/:=575368$53?.A$
• ">$5./5/$72.$/.5@$4.2>62?/$7<.279.=D$62$.2275317==D@$E:5$16:=0$-7<.$068.$

E.55.2$;35-$92.75.2$744=3175368A$
• F7D$>380$168/:=575368/$03>>31:=5@$E:5$3/$865$03/.8979.0A$
• F7C./$4751-D$42692.//A$

$
$
'52739-5$

%$
/5:0.85$

• %6./$K:/5$.86:9-$56$/1274.$ED$68$755.80781.$780$.>>625$
• "/$-720$56$5.71-@$9.8.27==D@$E.17:/.$6>$?653<753687=$3//:./$
• F7D$-7<.$47=47E=.$>61:/$780$.8979.?.85$426E=.?/$0:2389$168/:=575368/$$
• %6./$865$16?4=.5.$;62C$;.==$62$3>$5./5/$72.$/.5$4.2>62?/$4662=D$
• G7/$2.5.85368$3//:./$62$06./$865$?7C.$6E<36:/$42692.//$
• F7D$=.7<.$5-.$5.71-.2$;35-$5-.$>..=389$5-75$5-.$16:2/.$-7/$;7/5.0$

.<.2DE60DL/$53?.A$
 
 


